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IntroductionIntroduction

Production of statistical information about our Production of statistical information about our 
society generally and economic activity specifically society generally and economic activity specifically 
among the earliest and most important federal among the earliest and most important federal 
government functionsgovernment functions
Economic statistics serve diverse purposesEconomic statistics serve diverse purposes

Assessment and forecastingAssessment and forecasting
Policy analysis Policy analysis 
Federal program administrationFederal program administration
Business decisionBusiness decision--making and contract administrationmaking and contract administration

Priorities to ensure that system provides Priorities to ensure that system provides 
information data users will demand in coming information data users will demand in coming 
decades?decades?
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Continued Investment Needed to Continued Investment Needed to 
Maintain Quality of Maintain Quality of ExistingExisting DataData

Routine maintenance important (e.g., Routine maintenance important (e.g., 
redrawing survey samples, updating redrawing survey samples, updating 
data processing systems)data processing systems)
Statistical programs must adapt to Statistical programs must adapt to 
external changesexternal changes

Advances in the technology of data Advances in the technology of data 
collection (e.g., Web surveys)collection (e.g., Web surveys)
Changes in the economy and the society Changes in the economy and the society 
(e.g., evolving family structures, growing (e.g., evolving family structures, growing 
importance of intangible investments)importance of intangible investments)
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Data Users Increasingly Data Users Increasingly 
DemandingDemanding

More timely dataMore timely data
More comprehensive dataMore comprehensive data
More detailed dataMore detailed data

Population subgroupsPopulation subgroups
Small geographic areasSmall geographic areas

Survey Environment Increasingly Survey Environment Increasingly 
DifficultDifficult

Harder than in the past to obtain Harder than in the past to obtain 
survey responsessurvey responses

Gated communities, voice mail, cellGated communities, voice mail, cell--
phonephone--only householdsonly households
Larger share of dual career householdsLarger share of dual career households
Growing number of requests for Growing number of requests for 
information from marketing firmsinformation from marketing firms
Leaner business staffingLeaner business staffing
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Federal Funding for Eleven Core Federal Funding for Eleven Core 
Statistical Agencies, 1995Statistical Agencies, 1995--20102010
(in millions of 2009 dollars, from COPAFS budget table)(in millions of 2009 dollars, from COPAFS budget table)

NonresponseNonresponse in Selected Household in Selected Household 
Surveys Conducted by CensusSurveys Conducted by Census
(Bates 2006)(Bates 2006)
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NonresponseNonresponse in Selected Establishment in Selected Establishment 
Surveys Conducted by BLSSurveys Conducted by BLS
(BLS, September 2009)(BLS, September 2009)

Agencies Working Hard to Agencies Working Hard to 
Maintain Response RatesMaintain Response Rates

Multiple strategies for maintaining or Multiple strategies for maintaining or 
increasing survey response rates increasing survey response rates 

Advance notification; use of priority mail; personal letters; Advance notification; use of priority mail; personal letters; 
showing how data usedshowing how data used
Special reporting arrangementsSpecial reporting arrangements
Reminder cards, phone calls, Reminder cards, phone calls, FAXsFAXs
Making survey response mandatory, offering incentivesMaking survey response mandatory, offering incentives
Interviewer training, evaluations based on response ratesInterviewer training, evaluations based on response rates

Limited evidence about what works and Limited evidence about what works and 
what does notwhat does not
Extra effort raises survey costsExtra effort raises survey costs

Major factor in skyrocketing cost of the decennial Major factor in skyrocketing cost of the decennial 
censuscensus
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NonresponseNonresponse and Biasand Bias
Survey Survey nonresponsenonresponse not necessarily associated with not necessarily associated with 
bias in estimatesbias in estimates

Depends on level of Depends on level of nonresponsenonresponse and difference between and difference between 
respondents and respondents and nonrespondentsnonrespondents

MetaMeta--analyses show little clear relationship between analyses show little clear relationship between 
response rates and bias in household surveys but response rates and bias in household surveys but 
depends on what is being measured (Groves 2006)depends on what is being measured (Groves 2006)
Relatively little known about Relatively little known about nonresponsenonresponse bias in bias in 
establishment surveysestablishment surveys
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Level of Volunteering Among ATUS Level of Volunteering Among ATUS 
Respondents and Respondents and NonrespondentsNonrespondents
(Abraham, Helms and Presser, 2009)(Abraham, Helms and Presser, 2009)

26.426.4
(2.2)(2.2)

131.6131.6
(10.1)(10.1)

20.120.1
(0.8)(0.8)3,9253,925

ATUS ATUS 
nonrespondentsnonrespondents

46.646.6
(2.6)(2.6)

131.3131.3
(6.5)(6.5)

35.535.5
(0.8)(0.8)5,0795,079

ATUS ATUS 
respondentsrespondents

37.937.9
(1.7)(1.7)

131.4131.4
(5.2)(5.2)

28.928.9
(0.6)(0.6)9,0049,004

CPS supplement CPS supplement 
respondents in respondents in 
ATUS sampleATUS sample

37.437.4
(0.5)(0.5)

129.8129.8
(1.6)(1.6)

28.828.8
(0.1)(0.1)95,33795,337

All CPS supplement All CPS supplement 
respondentsrespondents

OverallOverallVolunteersVolunteers

VolVol Hrs MeanHrs Mean% who % who 
volunteervolunteerNN
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Distribution of Establishment Growth Distribution of Establishment Growth 
Rates, JOLTS versus BED, 2001Rates, JOLTS versus BED, 2001--20062006
(Davis, (Davis, FabermanFaberman, , HaltiwangerHaltiwanger and Rucker, forthcoming)and Rucker, forthcoming)
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Implications for Protecting Implications for Protecting 
Against Against NonresponseNonresponse BiasBias

Standard weighting adjustments based on a Standard weighting adjustments based on a 
limited set of unit characteristicslimited set of unit characteristics

Age, sex, race, sometimes other demographics Age, sex, race, sometimes other demographics 
(household surveys)(household surveys)
Region, industry and size (business surveys)Region, industry and size (business surveys)

Would like better information about Would like better information about 
nonrespondentsnonrespondents versus respondentsversus respondents

ParadataParadata (information collected in the course of survey (information collected in the course of survey 
operations)operations)
Census orCensus or administrative sources used to draw survey administrative sources used to draw survey 
samplessamples
NonresponseNonresponse followupfollowup surveyssurveys
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Dueling Estimates?Dueling Estimates?

Related measures Related measures –– even measures even measures 
produced by the same statistical agency produced by the same statistical agency ––
sometimes behave quite differentlysometimes behave quite differently

ExpenditureExpenditure-- versus incomeversus income--based estimates of national based estimates of national 
outputoutput
PCE deflator versus CPIPCE deflator versus CPI
CPS versus CES total employment estimatesCPS versus CES total employment estimates
CPS versus OES employment by occupation estimatesCPS versus OES employment by occupation estimates
Distribution of employment across industries and across Distribution of employment across industries and across 
geography in Census versus BLS business registersgeography in Census versus BLS business registers

Discrepancies cause problems for data usersDiscrepancies cause problems for data users
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Reasons for Data Reasons for Data 
InconsistenciesInconsistencies

Some discrepancies reflect conceptual differencesSome discrepancies reflect conceptual differences
Part of explanation for different behavior of CPI and PCE Part of explanation for different behavior of CPI and PCE 
deflator (not the whole story)deflator (not the whole story)

Some discrepancies reflect different agency Some discrepancies reflect different agency 
judgments that could in principle be eliminatedjudgments that could in principle be eliminated

Different BEA and BLS decisions about price deflators for Different BEA and BLS decisions about price deflators for 
industry output seriesindustry output series
Differences in classification on the BLS and Census Differences in classification on the BLS and Census 
business registerbusiness register

Some differences reflect reports from different Some differences reflect reports from different 
respondents that are incompatiblerespondents that are incompatible

Addressing Data Addressing Data 
InconsistenciesInconsistencies

Agencies are doing a better job of explaining Agencies are doing a better job of explaining 
conceptual differences across seriesconceptual differences across series
–– Reconciliation of CPI and PCEReconciliation of CPI and PCE

Agencies are working to harmonize estimates Agencies are working to harmonize estimates 
–– BEA and BLS efforts to agree on common price deflators BEA and BLS efforts to agree on common price deflators 

for industry output measuresfor industry output measures
–– BLS and Census research on employment register BLS and Census research on employment register 

discrepanciesdiscrepancies
Data sharing would help but need IRS legislationData sharing would help but need IRS legislation
Remaining discrepancies signal potential problems Remaining discrepancies signal potential problems 
with one or both measureswith one or both measures
–– Discrepancies may be a useful reminder of the limitations Discrepancies may be a useful reminder of the limitations 

of our measurement systemsof our measurement systems
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Individuals and Employers Report Individuals and Employers Report 
Employment Status DifferentlyEmployment Status Differently
(Abraham, (Abraham, HaltiwangerHaltiwanger, Sandusky and , Sandusky and SpletzerSpletzer 2009) 2009) 

93.6%93.6%22.1%22.1%Column shareColumn share
82.4%82.4%17.6%17.6%Row shareRow share
49.1%49.1%10.5%10.5%Overall shareOverall share

InIn--scope worker in CPSscope worker in CPS

6.4%6.4%77.9%77.9%Column shareColumn share
8.3%8.3%91.7%91.7%Row shareRow share
3.4%3.4%37.1%37.1%Overall shareOverall share

Not inNot in--scope worker in CPSscope worker in CPS

InIn--scope scope 
worker in UIworker in UI

Not inNot in--scope scope 
worker in UIworker in UI

Household and Employer Survey Household and Employer Survey 
Employment Estimates, 1994Employment Estimates, 1994--20092009
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Individuals and Employers Report Individuals and Employers Report 
Occupation DifferentlyOccupation Differently
(Abraham and (Abraham and SpletzerSpletzer, Are the New Jobs Good Jobs?, forthcoming), Are the New Jobs Good Jobs?, forthcoming)

Differences in How Occupation Reported Differences in How Occupation Reported 
Affects Estimated Returns to Job SkillsAffects Estimated Returns to Job Skills
(Abraham and (Abraham and SpletzerSpletzer, New Evidence on the Returns to Job Skills, 2009), New Evidence on the Returns to Job Skills, 2009)
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Development of Data for Services Development of Data for Services 
Lagged Growth in Their ImportanceLagged Growth in Their Importance

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 
system developed in 1930s; provided system developed in 1930s; provided 
enormous detail for goods production but enormous detail for goods production but 
little detail for serviceslittle detail for services
–– Example:  42 detailed industries in mining, but Example:  42 detailed industries in mining, but 

no detail for Offices and clinics of medical no detail for Offices and clinics of medical 
doctorsdoctors

As of 2000, data on sales for many services As of 2000, data on sales for many services 
industries collected only once every 5 years industries collected only once every 5 years 
and no more frequently than once a yearand no more frequently than once a year
No price deflators for many services No price deflators for many services 
industriesindustries
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Significant Recent Improvements in Significant Recent Improvements in 
Service Sector DataService Sector Data

NAICS added detail on services to industry NAICS added detail on services to industry 
classification system (1997classification system (1997--2005)2005)
Coverage of Census annual services survey Coverage of Census annual services survey 
expanded and new quarterly services survey expanded and new quarterly services survey 
added (2003added (2003--present)present)
Share of service sector output covered by Share of service sector output covered by 
published Producer Price Index (PPI) series published Producer Price Index (PPI) series 
grew from less than 5 percent in 1990 to 75 grew from less than 5 percent in 1990 to 75 
percent by 2005percent by 2005
Improved source data will support better Improved source data will support better 
output and productivity measuresoutput and productivity measures

Data Gaps Remain:  Data Data Gaps Remain:  Data 
on the Financial Sectoron the Financial Sector

Financial crisis has revealed limitations Financial crisis has revealed limitations 
in data for the financial sector in data for the financial sector 
(Palumbo and Parker, 2009)(Palumbo and Parker, 2009)

Insufficient detail by type of institutionInsufficient detail by type of institution
Insufficient detail by type of asset Insufficient detail by type of asset 

As financial regulations are rewritten, As financial regulations are rewritten, 
want to make sure statistical agencies want to make sure statistical agencies 
have a seat at the tablehave a seat at the table
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Data Gaps Remain:  State Data Gaps Remain:  State 
and Local Dataand Local Data

Surveys typically too small to support direct Surveys typically too small to support direct 
estimates, but census or administrative data estimates, but census or administrative data 
do not included needed variablesdo not included needed variables
Modeling approaches combine survey data Modeling approaches combine survey data 
and census or administrative data (for and census or administrative data (for 
example, local area unemployment and example, local area unemployment and 
poverty estimates)poverty estimates)

American Community Survey data have American Community Survey data have 
enormous potentialenormous potential

IntroductionIntroduction
Shoring up the statistical infrastructureShoring up the statistical infrastructure
–– Protecting data qualityProtecting data quality
–– Addressing data inconsistenciesAddressing data inconsistencies
–– Filling data gapsFilling data gaps

Looking to the futureLooking to the future
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Too much and too long, we seem to have Too much and too long, we seem to have 
surrendered ... community values in the mere surrendered ... community values in the mere 
accumulation of material things... (accumulation of material things... (T)heT)he gross gross 
national product does not allow for the health national product does not allow for the health 
of our children, the quality of their education, of our children, the quality of their education, 
or the joy of their play... (or the joy of their play... (I)tI)t measures measures 
everything, in short, except that which makes everything, in short, except that which makes 
life worthwhile.life worthwhile.

Robert F. Kennedy, March 18, 1968Robert F. Kennedy, March 18, 1968

The biggest question is whether GDP provides a The biggest question is whether GDP provides a 
good measure of living standards.  In many cases, good measure of living standards.  In many cases, 
GDP statistics seem to suggest that the economy is GDP statistics seem to suggest that the economy is 
doing far better than most citizensdoing far better than most citizens’’ own own 
perceptions...  The fact that GDP may be a poor perceptions...  The fact that GDP may be a poor 
measure of wellmeasure of well--being, or even of market activity, being, or even of market activity, 
has, of course, long been recognized.  But changes has, of course, long been recognized.  But changes 
in society and the economy may have heightened in society and the economy may have heightened 
the problems, at the same time that advances in the problems, at the same time that advances in 
economics and statistical techniques may have economics and statistical techniques may have 
provided opportunities to improve our metrics.provided opportunities to improve our metrics.

Joseph Joseph StiglitzStiglitz, September 2009, September 2009
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Defining the Domain for Defining the Domain for 
National AccountingNational Accounting

Conventional economic accounting focused on Conventional economic accounting focused on 
production of marketproduction of market goods and servicesgoods and services
–– DoubleDouble--entry accounts track entry accounts track outputsoutputs and and inputsinputs
–– Gross domestic product often treated as indicator of wellGross domestic product often treated as indicator of well--

being, but obviously incompletebeing, but obviously incomplete

TimeTime as well as as well as moneymoney important in proposals to important in proposals to 
expand the domain of national accountingexpand the domain of national accounting

Accounting for the production of nonmarket goods and Accounting for the production of nonmarket goods and 
services (e.g., services (e.g., NordhausNordhaus and Tobin 1972, Abraham and and Tobin 1972, Abraham and 
Mackie, eds., 2005)Mackie, eds., 2005)
Measuring wellMeasuring well--being directly (e.g., being directly (e.g., EasterlinEasterlin 1974, 2002; 1974, 2002; 
Layard 1980, 2005; Layard 1980, 2005; JusterJuster 1985; Robinson and 1985; Robinson and GodbeyGodbey, , 
1997; Krueger and colleagues)1997; Krueger and colleagues)

Market Work Only a Small Market Work Only a Small 
Portion of Average DayPortion of Average Day
(American Time Use Survey, 2007)(American Time Use Survey, 2007)

Sleeping

Ot her personal care

Eat ing and drinking

Household act ivit iesPurchasing goods and 
services

Car ing f or ot hers

Work and work-relat ed

Educat ional act ivit ies

Civic and religious act ivit ies

Leisure and sport s

Ot her act ivit ies
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National Income and Product National Income and Product 
Accounts Focused on Market ActivityAccounts Focused on Market Activity

Employee compensationEmployee compensation
+ Production taxes + Production taxes 
-- Subsidies Subsidies 
+ Net operating surplus + Net operating surplus 
+ Consumption of fixed capital+ Consumption of fixed capital
= National income = National income 
+ Statistical discrepancy + Statistical discrepancy 
= Gross domestic product= Gross domestic product

Personal consumption Personal consumption 
expenditures expenditures 

+ Gross domestic investment+ Gross domestic investment
+ Exports+ Exports
-- Imports Imports 
+ Government expenditures + Government expenditures 

and investment and investment 
= Gross domestic product= Gross domestic product

Accounting for Nonmarket Accounting for Nonmarket 
ProductionProduction

To understand the production process in To understand the production process in 
sectors such as education and health, must sectors such as education and health, must 
account for account for nonmarketnonmarket as well as as well as market market 
inputs and outputs inputs and outputs 
A full accounting of both market and A full accounting of both market and 
nonmarket activity could lead to different nonmarket activity could lead to different 
conclusions about:conclusions about:

Performance of key sectorsPerformance of key sectors
Cyclical fluctuations and (more important) Cyclical fluctuations and (more important) 
secular trend in aggregate economic outputsecular trend in aggregate economic output
Savings, investment and the sources of Savings, investment and the sources of 
economic growtheconomic growth
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Example:  Developing an Example:  Developing an 
Education AccountEducation Account
InputsInputs::

Paid laborPaid labor
Volunteer laborVolunteer labor
Parent timeParent time
Student timeStudent time
MaterialsMaterials
Fixed capitalFixed capital
Social capitalSocial capital

OutputOutput::
Increased lifetime Increased lifetime 
productivity in market productivity in market 
workwork
Increased lifetime Increased lifetime 
productivity in productivity in 
nonmarket activitiesnonmarket activities
Intangibles:  better Intangibles:  better 
informed citizenry, informed citizenry, 
lower crime rateslower crime rates
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Example:  Developing a Example:  Developing a 
Health AccountHealth Account
InputsInputs::

Paid medical carePaid medical care
Volunteer laborVolunteer labor
Time invested in own Time invested in own 
healthhealth
Other consumption itemsOther consumption items
Research and developmentResearch and development
Environmental attributesEnvironmental attributes

OutputOutput::
Health statusHealth status——
longevity, quality of longevity, quality of 
life life 

Time and Well BeingTime and Well Being

Direct measures of subjective wellDirect measures of subjective well--being a useful being a useful 
adjunct to conventional measures of social welfareadjunct to conventional measures of social welfare

Beyond a minimum threshold, increases in income do not Beyond a minimum threshold, increases in income do not 
raise subjective wellraise subjective well--beingbeing

Alternative measures possibleAlternative measures possible
Global satisfaction measuresGlobal satisfaction measures
Measures of utility associated with particular activitiesMeasures of utility associated with particular activities

Time important because of its productive value Time important because of its productive value andand
because of its process benefits (because of its process benefits (JusterJuster, Courant and , Courant and 
Dow 1985)Dow 1985)
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Strategies for Assessing Direct Effects Strategies for Assessing Direct Effects 
of Time Allocation on Wellof Time Allocation on Well--BeingBeing

Researcher judgment (e.g., Researcher judgment (e.g., AguiarAguiar and and 
Hurst, 2007; Ramey and Francis 2007)Hurst, 2007; Ramey and Francis 2007)
Retrospective questions about how much Retrospective questions about how much 
respondent enjoy different activities (e.g., respondent enjoy different activities (e.g., 
JusterJuster 1985; Robinson and 1985; Robinson and GodbeyGodbey 1997)1997)
Experience sampling method, day Experience sampling method, day 
reconstruction method, PATS survey (e.g. reconstruction method, PATS survey (e.g. 
CsikszentmihalyiCsikszentmihalyi 1990; Stone and 1990; Stone and ShiffmanShiffman
1994, Krueger and colleagues) 1994, Krueger and colleagues) 

Which Activities Do People Which Activities Do People 
Enjoy Most?Enjoy Most?
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Issues in the Measurement Issues in the Measurement 
of the Value of Timeof the Value of Time

Krueger et al UKrueger et al U--index versus measures of net affectindex versus measures of net affect
Average versus marginal enjoymentAverage versus marginal enjoyment
Change in meaning of activities over timeChange in meaning of activities over time

Context matters (where, with whom, in what sequence, Context matters (where, with whom, in what sequence, 
with what secondary activities)with what secondary activities)
Tastes endogenousTastes endogenous
Culture a determinant of meaningCulture a determinant of meaning

Pleasure not all that mattersPleasure not all that matters
Potential tradeoffs between current pleasure and future Potential tradeoffs between current pleasure and future 
wellwell--being (Aesopbeing (Aesop’’s ant and grasshopper)s ant and grasshopper)
Activities may be Activities may be unpleasantunpleasant but but satisfyingsatisfying

US versus France:  Allocation of US versus France:  Allocation of 
WomenWomen’’s Times Time
((KreugerKreuger, , KahnemanKahneman, , SchkadeSchkade, Schwartz and Stone, forthcoming), Schwartz and Stone, forthcoming)
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ConclusionConclusion

Great demand for good information about economic Great demand for good information about economic 
activity activity 
Agencies should be commended for their efforts to Agencies should be commended for their efforts to 
protect and enhance the current statistical protect and enhance the current statistical 
infrastructure infrastructure 

Lots of work still to be done!Lots of work still to be done!

Looking to the future, should anticipate growing Looking to the future, should anticipate growing 
interest in broaderinterest in broader measures of societal wellmeasures of societal well--being being 
to complement existing marketto complement existing market--based statisticsbased statistics


